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1. About the Extension

Sometimes store owners need to sell all or specific products in a limited quantity to last
their stock for longer and serve maximum customers. Magento 2 Limit Product
Quantity Per Customer Extension allows store owners to limit the order quantity of
any product for any customer or customer group.

Store owners can set a maximum product quantity limit per customer or customer group
and draft an error message if a customer violates the restriction. Customers can’t place
orders above the quantity limit or else they won’t be able to checkout. Also, store
owners can associate relevant products with a product that a customer has to purchase.
For example, if a customer is buying a laptop, store owners can force him/her to
purchase a laptop bag.

2. Feature List

● Limit order quantity for all or selected products
● Limit product quantity per customer or customer group
● Force customers to buy complementary products
● Define a maximum quantity limit
● Create error messages for maximum quantity & conditional products
● Specify the restriction date range

2.1 Limit the Order Quantity of Any Product
Limit Product Quantity Per Customer extension is a useful extension that helps

store owners prevent their best selling items from going out of stock. They can set a
maximum order quantity for any product allowed to successfully place the order.

2.2 Limit All or Specific Customer Groups
With this extension, store owners can apply quantity restrictions to any customer

group. Customers from the selected group can only purchase a product according to the
specified max quantity range.

2.3 Limit Specific Customers
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Apply the restriction to any specific customer(s). You can go to your list of
customers and select the ones that you want to abide by the restriction.

2.4 Select Conditional Products
There are products that work in conjunction and provide no or little value if

bought separately. For example, laptop and bag, shoes and laces, notebook and pencil
etc. If you want customers to buy complementary products, you can do so by
associating them with the actual product. Customers won’t be able to purchase the
actual product unless they buy the conditional product(s).

2.5 Create Error Messages
You can create separate error messages for maximum quantity and

complementary products. These messages will appear when a customer tries to buy a
product above the max limit or does not buy the relevant products you have selected.
You can use system variables such as {qty} or {product} to automatically fetch the
values. The messages popup when a customer clicks the “Proceed to Checkout” button.

2.6 Set a Date Range
The extension allows you to specify a date range for the restriction. This comes

in handy when you want to enforce the order quantity limitation for a specific duration,
for example during sale offers or peak days.

3. Setup the Extension

3.1 Configuration

On the admin panel sidebar, go to FME EXTENSIONS and under Limit Order
Quantity Per Customer, click Configurations. Here you will find the following settings:

● Enable Module: Select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ to Enable/Disable the module
● Error Message for Quantity: Customize the error message that will be

displayed when a customer tries to buy a product above the defined
quantity limit.

● Error Message for Products: Customize the error message that will be
displayed when a customer tries to proceed to checkout without buying
the selected complementary product(s).
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3.2 Set Quantity Limit for a Product for Customer Groups

To set a quantity limit for a product, go to Catalog > Products from the admin panel
sidebar and click on the product to be directed to its edit page. Scroll down and you will
see a new section FME Limit Order Quantity per Customer. Expand this section to
see the following options.

● Quantity Limit per Customer: Set a limit for the product that you want
customers not to go beyond.

● Limit From: Select a starting date for the restriction.
● Limit Until: Select an ending date for the restriction.
● Limit Groups or Customers: Select Customer Groups in the dropdown menu.
● Customer Group: Select the customer groups you want the restriction to apply

on.
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3.3 Limit Specific Customers

To prevent individual customers from buying the controlled products above the max
quantity, expand the Limit Specific Customers section and select the customer(s) you
want to apply the restriction on.

3.4 Select Conditional Products

Now, if you want to associate relevant products with the product and force customers to
buy those products in addition to the one they are interested in, you can expand the
Limit Products Purcheable along section and choose the products. Note that this
section is not mandatory and if you don’t feel the need for complementary products, you
can leave it blank. But once you have selected a product, customers can’t proceed to
checkout without buying it.
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Save the Configurations.

3.5 Refresh Cache.

● Refresh the Cache: System > Cache Management > Select All from Mass
Actions > Click Refresh the Cache.

Frontend

Maximum quantity limit violation
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Conditional products violation
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